[Effect of weiganli on apoptosis and expression of Bcl-2, bax protein in bone marrow nucleated cells of anemic mice].
To study the effect of weiganli on apoptosis and expression of Bcl-2 Bax protein in bone marrow nucleated cells ( BMNCs) of anemic mice and investigate its mechanism, so as to find its new plinic use. Effects of WeiGanLi on the amount of the peripheral blood cells and BMNCs were determined on the model of myelosuppressed anemic mice. The cell cycle of BMNCs was analyzed by flow cytometer. The apoptosis of BMNCs was detected by TUNEL, and the expression of Bcl-2 and Bax protein were detected by immunohistochemical method. Weiganli could significantly increase the number of RBC, WBC, HGb, Phit as well as the number of BNMCs, significantly active BNMCs from stasis into cell cycling and Markedly decrease the apoptosis of BNMCs after 2.0 Gy 60Co gamma irradition while the expression of Bcl-2 increased and Bax decreased. Weiganli can significantly inhibit the apoptosis of BMNCs probably due to its enhancing effects on Bcl-2 expression, and inhibitory effect on Bax expression. In this way, it prevents the blood cells from injury, and contributes to the rehabilitation of the organic blood production.